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Abstract—Tech-savvy users are striving to bring 

automation and digitization in their lifestyle to make life 

more comfortable and efficient; Internet of Things (IoT) 

is an enabler in this direction. Technology advancements 

and new business opportunities are rapidly changing the 

IoT adoption landscape, and thereby security and privacy 

concerns have also started raising and realizing. The 

increasing number of IP enabled electronic devices, 

enormous data generation, and communication traffic 

have enhanced the attack surface for security and privacy 

violators. Many security attack scenarios are the result of 

poor identification and authentication mechanisms of 

communicating entities. In this paper, we present a secure 

scheme to perform a business transaction initiated by a 

smart device in the IoT environment. Scheme performs 

dynamic authentication of a business transaction while 

ensuring the privacy of the associated user(s). This 

scheme relies on Message Authentication Code (MAC) 

and dynamic key generation method to achieve a secure 

workflow. In this paper, we present a pluggable Roaming 

Smart Meters (RSM) concept to demonstrate the 

applicability of the proposed authentication scheme.  

 

Index Terms—IoT, Security, Authentication, Privacy, 

Smart Meter. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Evolution of IPV6 has realized the opportunity of 

having billions of Internet Protocols (IPs). A user can 

have multiple IP enabled devices connected to the 

Internet. By 2020, installed base of the Internet of Things 

(IoT) devices is expected to grow to 31 billion [1]. 

Devices communicating with each other are forming the 

paradigm of Internet of Things (IoT). Electronic 

appliances have become smart as they are not only 

connected to the Internet, but also make decisions in real- 

time on behalf of their users. IoT brings value-add to the 

existing business services and evolves multiple new 

businesses.  

While the IoT offers plenty of business opportunities, 

establishing trust, privacy and security present a great 

challenge [2,3,4]. Incidents in the past indicated that 

security and privacy of data are at stake in such 

environment. Our daily lives are now being tracked by 

connected devices, and attacks on car control system 

indicates that even lives are at stake [5]. Concerns are 

also increasing about data control practices and 

unintended use of individual’s private data for the 

business benefits of enterprises [6].  Due to rapid 

advancements in the IoT as well as its increased business 

value, there is a need to address security and privacy 

concerns.  

One of the key security issues in IoT environment is 

authentication of smart devices. This issue is even more 

relevant when IoT based system triggers business 

transaction automatically, as per pre-defined 

conditions/rules and the data received from these 

requesting devices.  There is a possibility that malicious 

device or process triggers a transaction on behalf of the 

victim device. Such operations may cause user 

inconvenience, reputation damage of business services 

and financial losses to entities involved in the 

transactions [7]. This necessitates a simple, effective, 

secure and privacy-aware authentication scheme, which 

can authenticate business transactions initiated by 

identified IoT device and at the same time protect the 

authentication process from various attacks. 

In this paper, we propose a new scheme to perform a 

business transaction in an IoT based system with the 

secure authentication process. This scheme relies on the 

one-time registration process for IoT devices and uses a 

novel approach by using Message Authentication Code 

(MAC) based dynamic authentication to avoid any 

opportunity for replay attacks. Proposed scheme also 
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protects the privacy of business transactions initiated by 

IoT devices. This scheme guarantees that only 

participated IoT device and business service providers are 

aware about the details of business orders initiated by a 

user’s IoT device. In this paper, we also describe a 

pluggable roaming smart meter (RSM) use case which 

leverages proposed authentication scheme.   

Organization of this paper is as follows: Section-2 

covers related work.  Section 3 discusses the proposed 

scheme for authentication in IoT scenario and describe 

the various phases involved. Section 4 presents Roaming 

Smart Meter use case, section 5 covers experimental 

setup and results. Section 6 presents security and privacy 

analysis of the proposed approach. We conclude the 

paper with section 7. 

 

II.  RELATED WORK 

Static password-based authentication schemes are the 

most widely used methods for remote authentication [8]. 

However, such schemes are susceptible to various attacks 

[9]. These schemes are not viable in the IoT environment 

as IoT devices work with minimum human interaction 

and any password compromise may lead to serious 

attacks. Dynamic authentication is relatively considered 

secure and many schemes are proposed by researchers. 

Several such schemes use the smart card capability to 

achieve the dynamic behavior [10,11]. However, most of 

these schemes are heavily dependent on the hardware and 

heavy cryptographic computations [12,13]. Their 

verbatim applicability in the IoT environment is not 

effective due to their inherent limitations. Further, there 

are authentication schemes based on symmetric key [14] 

but they suffer typical complexity issues of key 

management and key distribution. Many frameworks are 

based on PKI certificate infrastructure [14,15]. Such set-

up requires effective and real-time management of 

certificates and certificate revocation lists (CRL’s), which 

increases the complexity of operations. Elliptic Curve 

Cryptography (ECC) based protocol is used to address 

authentication challenge, but it does not address denial of 

service issue [20]. In a typical business scenario, business 

service providers need to be one of the participating 

entities to perform cryptographic operations.  In our 

proposed scheme, it does not require any cryptographic 

activity to be executed at the business service provider’s 

end. We use Message Authentication Code (MAC), 

which is a lightweight algorithm as compared to any 

other cryptographic operation.  

Some authentication schemes are based on signal 

properties [17]. However, mobility of IoT device is a 

constraint in such approaches. Our approach does not 

have such constraint. EAP (extensible authentication 

protocol) is a framework for Wi-Fi devices, but in a 

typical IoT based business scenario, it is susceptible to  

 

 

 

 

 

replay attacks [18]. Usage of one-time keys in our 

approach makes authentication resistant to replay attacks. 

Liu et al. [19] analyzes existing authentication and access 

control methods and presented a feasible design for IoT. 

Zhao et al. [20] presented a scheme which can be applied 

in IoT, based on the mutual authentication scheme 

between the platform and the terminal node. 

Alcaide et al. [21] proposed a privacy-preserving 

decentralized anonymous authentication protocol in 

which the ad-hoc community of decentralized founding 

nodes participates. Their protocol does not rely on any 

central entity and performs key distribution in a (t, n) -

threshold fashion. Their scheme is applicable for 

authentication between the user and participating IoT 

nodes. The scheme proposed in our paper is focused on 

business transaction authentication generated by 

identified IoT devices.  

N. Mahalle et al. [22] proposed Identity Authentication 

and Capability Based Access Control (IACAC) 

mechanism which uses a secret key generation based on 

Elliptical Curve Cryptography-Diffie Hellman (ECCDH) 

algorithm. This mainly focuses on authentication of one 

device to another device. However, in our approach 

authentication is performed by a trusted third-party 

without compromising the privacy of business transaction. 

Our approach is scalable because the cloud environment 

is used for hosting a dedicated, trusted third- party which 

provides authentication services to multiple devices and 

business service providers.  

The motivation of our work comes from the fact that 

the simple, effective, secure and privacy-preserving 

authentication scheme is required, which can authenticate 

business transactions initiated by identified IoT device 

and at the same time protects the authentication process 

itself from various attacks. 

 

III.  PROPOSED SCHEME 

In this section, we present a scheme for a typical 

business scenario where IoT device intelligently initiates 

a business order based on the pre-defined logic conditions. 

Our proposed scheme relies on a trusted third-party 

which has registration and authentication services. 

Trusted third-party registers IoT devices initially using 

registration service. After registration, device can 

perform business transactions with the service provider. 

On each transaction, authentication service authenticates 

IoT device and order using dynamic MAC. Dynamic 

value of MAC is not only based on the business 

transaction, but also owing to one-time key used in the 

process of generating MAC. 

A.  Entities and Notations 

Fig.1 shows the entities involved in our approach and 

interaction among them 
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Fig.1. Involved entities and their interaction  

IoT Device: It is an IP enabled device capable to sense, 

communicate and compute. Currently, multiple devices 

are available which can gather data, process them and 

communicate to other IP enabled device/computers. For 

instance, smart home appliances having sensors to 

monitor and capture the related home environmental data, 

and intelligently trigger the necessary action based on the 

predefined logic. IoT device could be smart refrigerators 

or any other container which has sensors to detect the 

level of availability (such as grocery, eatables, and milk) 

in the containers. Based on the availability and 

consumption pattern, the container intelligently places the 

order to identified grocery suppliers.   

Business Service Provider (CSP): This is an entity 

which receives the request for the business service and 

performs the necessary action based on business request. 

Grocery supplier is a BSP in this business case. Supplier 

receives the request for business service and perform the 

necessary action (e.g. delivering the grocery to the user) 

based on the request. 

Registration Service Module: Our approach uses the 

concept of a trusted third-party which has registration 

service module to perform registration of each device.  

Registration is a one-time activity for a defined period. 

Authentication Service Module: Authentication 

Service is another module of a trusted third-party. This 

module performs the authentication for every business 

service request received by BSP from IoT device.   

Registration Service and Authentication Service 

modules can be hosted by a single trusted authentication 

service or can be part of separate services. For scalability 

purpose, we propose a cloud environment for hosting 

such services. 

Notations used in this paper are mentioned in Table 1. 

Table 1. Notations used in the paper 

Notation Description 

U the user 

nO  is thn  IoT device/appliance 

iBo  thi  business order placed by nO   

RS Registration Service Module 

AS Authentication Service Module 

BSP Business Service Provider 

ibsp  thj  business service provider’s identity 

akn
 Registration acknowledgement for thn   

device.   

ioh  Hash of the thi   business order 

( )h M  Function to perform hash on message M 

ic  Counter value of thi   business order 

ns  Seed value for object nO   

nI  Identity information of nO   

ik  Key value for thi   business order 

( , , )i i ig oh c k  
g  is a function to generate the MAC using 

the message ioh , counter ic  and key ik   

im  a Message Authentication Code thi   

business order  

( , , )n i nf s c I  
f  is a function to generate key ik  using 

input parameters , ,n i ns c I   

iar  Authentication response of thi  business 

order. 

: , ,A B a b c    

 

A sends message to B containing 

information a ,b and c over open channel 

: , ,A B a b c    

 

A sends message to B containing 

information a, b and c over secure channel 
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B.  Activity Flow 

Without losing generality, Fig.1  can be upscaled to n  

IoT devices and j number of  BSP’s. We now explain the 

flow of activity in brief for a typical business transaction 

in the proposed scheme. 

 

1. User registers the IoT object/smart device to the 

registration service of trusted third-party. This is a 

one-time process and performed over the secure 

channel.   

2. Whenever there is a need for an object to initiate 

the message transaction with the SP, it performs 

necessary cryptographic operation to generate the 

MAC of transaction message. It sends the message 

and identity information to the service provider.  

3. Object sends the hash value of the message and 

identity information to the Authentication server 

as well. 

4. SP requests the authentication server for 

authentication of that object. 

5. AS retrieves information received from IoT Object, 

SP and RS, performs operations to calculate MAC 

and validate the authenticity of transaction 

message and object. 

6. AS sends the authentication validation result to SP. 

C.  Transaction Process 

This process has five phases. The registration phase is 

performed only once for a particular device. Other phases 

are executed every time the IoT device places a request 

for a business transaction.  

1)  Registration Phase 

It is assumed that every IoT device/Sensor On has a 

unique identity In. To register, the device first generates a 

random seed , initial counter  and communicate the 

,n os c  and In to the registration service. As this is a one-

time activity we prefer to perform communication over 

secure channel to protect the seed value, which is used 

later to generate the one-time keys.  

This phase is invoked whenever a user U registers the 

IoT device On to the registration service RS.  

 

Step 1. On Generates a random seed  and initial 

counter . For first counter  = ; 

Step 2. : , ,n n n iO RS I s c    Registrations 

service securely store the , ,n n iI s c  

Step 3. RS sends an acknowledgement of 

registration to On  

 

:n nRS O ak     

 

2)  Transaction Initiation Phase 

In this phase the IoT device generates a business order 

iBo  and sends it to the configured BSP . 

  

 ,:  ik i эfor  

 

Step 1. On generates a key  ,:  ik i эfor 12  

 

 , ,i n i nk f s c I                             (1) 

 

Step 2. On  calculates the hash of the message   

 

 i ioh h Bo                              (2) 

Step 3. MAC is calculated by On  using one-time 

key ki 

 

 , ,i i i im g oh c k                          (3) 

 

Step 4. On send the business order to BSP along 

with mi and In 

 

: , ,n i n iO BSP m I Bo    

 

Counter value can be set to a fixed number and can be 

increased on every event of key generation and order 

placement. This process always generates a new key 

because every key generation event uses a new 

incremented count value. 

3)  Authentication Phase 

Step 1. Device sends the authentication request to 

AS    

 

: , , , ,n i n i i jO AS m I c oh bsp    

 

One can omit ci in the above tuple if On is 

conducting the business with only one BSP. 

Step 2. AS already possess the sn generated during 

the initial registration and current ci. AS 

calculates the one-time key again by using 

the , ,n i ns c I  received from device. 

 

 , ,a n i nk f s c I                            (4) 

 

Step 3. AS also re-generates the MAC  

 

 , ,a i i am g oh c k                         (5) 

 

Step 4. P sends the , ,i n jm I bsp  to AS  

 

: , ,i n jBSP AS m I bsp    

 

Step 5. If i am m , it proves that mi is an authentic 

business order from device registered with 

RS. As keys used for producing the MAC 

are independently generated at device and 

AS sides.  
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Step 6. With successful validation, AS marks the 

received mi as valid and communicate the 

success message " "iar TRUE  to BSP 

along with ,n iI m . In case if i am m , AS 

returns the " "iar FLASE  as unsuccessful 

authentication. 

 

: , ,n i iAS BSP I m ar    

 

Here we use secure channel to communicate the 

authentication response to BSP as using the open channel 

may lead to the man-in-the-middle attack. However, in 

case of open channel, we suggest that the AS should put 

verifiable timestamp/signature in the authentication 

response. 

4)  Service Delivery Phase 

Once BSP validates the authenticity of MAC through 

AS, it executes the business transaction and deliver the 

requested service to the user of the requesting device.  

5)  Renew or revoke phase 

Renew phase deals with the registration renewal. This 

phase is applicable, if the device registration with the RS 

module is for a time period or based on the defined usage 

limit. After a pre-defined time period or the number of 

authentication events, new seed value is used. Changing 

the secret value of seed at regular interval is a good 

practice from a security point of view. Further, such 

policy provides flexibility for authentication service to 

control usage of its service. For example, if 

authentication service sets the policy of providing its 

service to the device for 100 times, an initial counter can 

be set to 200 and with every successful authentication 

request, the counter can be decremented by 2. 

Authentication service stops its service to request iff  

0ic  . Counter gets reset to a new number as per pre-

defined policy after renewal. 

Device revocation takes place when device is 

deactivated or destroyed for any reason. In such cases, the 

AS service removes the entry for the device from its 

database and flag the device as “invalid”.  AS checks for 

“invalid” flagged ID list before authenticating any request. 

Once this check is successful only then it further 

authenticates the business transaction.   

 

IV.  USE CASE-ROAMING SMART METER 

Smart meters are usually fixed to home/industry 

premises. We propose a roaming smart meter (RSM) 

system that is based on the proposed authentication 

scheme. In such system, a roaming user consumes the 

energy at any power outlet and system ensures that proper 

billing settlements take place at the end of the power 

consumption between the user (energy consumer) and 

energy provider (power outlet from which energy is being 

consumed). Nicanfar et. al [23] presented privacy 

preserving authentication scheme for communication 

between electric vehicle as energy storage and power 

station. However, the concept of secure roaming smart 

meter and associated charging infrastructure network 

system for roaming Internet enabled devices is not 

available in the present literature or practice. Fig. 2 shows 

key components of proposed the RSM system. System 

includes RSM device and other associated service module 

hosted in RSM service provider environment. It is 

assumed that components presented in the left side of the 

dashed line are already available as part of the power 

supply infrastructure. 

Registration Module:  Registration module registers 

the user device to the RSM. By registering, the user can 

control the number and type of devices to be used for 

roaming smart meter services. 

Authentication Service Module: Authentication 

Module performs authentication of roaming IoT devices 

which need to authenticate at the time of electricity 

charging/consumption. For authentication purpose, we 

propose an authentication server hosted as part of RSM 

service in RSM service provider environment. 

Authentication server uses the protocol mentioned in our 

scheme to authenticate the IoT devices. 

 

 

Fig.2. Key components of RSM system 
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It maintains device ID and an associated authentication 

seed value. This value is used to generate the MAC. Seed 

value/Counter will be incremented after each 

authentication request from the device. 

RSM Authentication Client: RSM authentication client 

is installed at roaming IoT device at the time of the 

device registration. The unique and random seed value is 

stored in the device. Seed value can be protected with any 

PIN/password mechanism used in the roaming device. 

The client application uses the seed to generate key and 

MAC for authentication during every charging request. 

Authentication module of RSM Service provider 

generates similar key and MAC as proposed in our 

scheme. 

There are additional module components from the 

proposed scheme in Fig. 2 to complete the business flow 

of Roaming Smart Meter. 

Profiling Module: This module allows the user to 

configure the devices, priorities, and quota of electricity 

consumption at the remote power outlet. Once RSM 

records the threshold consumption limit, it initiates the 

power disconnect signal for electricity consuming device. 

User Interface: User interfacing application provides 

access to mobile or desktop and manages registration of 

identified devices, establish secure key management, 

monitor the electricity consumption and generate reports 

which are useful for the user to control and manage the 

electricity consumption by individual devices. 

Billing and Settlement: RSM records energy 

consumption by consumer device at provider power 

outlet and reports it to the settlement service. Settlement 

service communicates the information to the provider’s 

energy supplier who can claim the charges from 

consumer’s energy supplier.  User intern receives the bill 

for consumed energy from his (consumer’s) supplier. Fig. 

3 represents the sequence of activities performed during a 

typical electricity consumption event. 

 

V.  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 

To demonstrate the proposed authentication scheme as 

a proof of concept, a working prototype was built as a 

limited experimental set up using Arduino Uno 

microcontroller.  The scope of the experiment was 

confined to validate the dynamic key generation on a 

microcontroller and performing authentication using 

MAC. Below is a brief description of the hardware used 

in this setup. 

Arduino Uno: Arduino is an open-source 

microcontroller build around ATmega 328P. Arduino can 

interface with ESP8266 WiFi module and provides the 

option to perform required cryptographic operations. We 

developed the code to generate the dynamic key for MAC 

calculation and executed it on Arduino uno. We selected 

the Arduino uno as it provides host of features apart from 

the supporting hash function SHA256 in HMAC mode 

for generating the message authentication code, which is 

a crucial requirement in our protocol. 

ESP8266 Wifi Module: ESP8266 is a WiFi chip. ESP 

8266 provided interface for Arduino board and Android 

application. 

Android Mobile: We used Android mobile to host the 

authentication module and registration module 

applications for IoT Devices. 

 

Results of Experimental Setup: On invoking the MAC 

generation application on Ardunio, device sent the 

authentication request to the authentication module 

hosted on android mobile device. The android device 

application also calculated the dynamic one-time key and 

generated MAC. While conducting the experiment we 

observe that both MAC values were the same, and 

therefore we could able to prove the successful working 

of the proposed authentication scheme.   Also, we noticed 

that for each authentication cycle, MAC values were 

different. This clearly establishes dynamic behaviour of 

our authentication scheme. 

 

 

Fig.3. Authentication and profiling activity sequence for IoT devices through RMS  
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VI.  SECURITY AND PRIVACY ANALYSIS 

In this section, we analyze the security and privacy of 

our scheme. We evaluate the scheme by reviewing the 

adversary models to attack the system. 

A.  Adversary Models 

In the model, the adversary is capable of recording and 

replaying the messages. For the sake of simplicity, we 

consider two adversary models based on the adversary 

situations, both from the security and privacy point of 

view. In the first one, we assume the adversary is a party 

out of the introduced parties (e.g. Untrusted IoT Object) 

and in the second model, we assume that adversary is the 

service provider or authentication service. 

 

Scenario 1: Replay Attack 

Objective: The adversary wants to gain access to 

replay the business order using the intercepted 

communication channel.  

Capabilities: The adversary knows the ID of the victim 

IoT Device On, and can intercept the communication 

channel between IoT Object and RSM SP. Also, the 

adversary knows in detail the design of our mechanism. If 

the adversary creates a malicious business order, he will 

be able to place the unauthorized business orders on 

behalf of the victim.  

Analysis: A replay attack, replaying the business order 

using the intercepted authentication key cannot work 

because a new key is being used during every business 

transaction in the authentication phase. To create a new 

key adversary, need to have initial seed and counter. It is 

assumed that AS module of trusted third-party has secure 

process of storing key generation parameters ( , , )n i ns c I . 

 

 ' ', ,i n i nk f s c I                           (6) 

 

n such case, if adversary wants to repeat the same order 

as iBo   

 

,n n n i iO such that I I Bo Bo    

 

However, adversary does not have the capability to 

generate the appropriate i ik and m  in the absence of 

n is and c  . 

Therefore, adversary will end up sending the message 

where i im m    

 

: , ,n i n iO BSP m I Bo       

 

 At the server end, during authentication, a new am   is 

generated as 

 

 ' ' ', ,a i i am g oh c k                             (7) 

 

 

 

in case !i am m  , then iar  is FALSE indicating that the 

authentication is failed.  

Even if adversary changes the iBo  authentication gets 

failed as am  is also dependent on iBo , Another 

opportunity for the adversary is to get access to the seed 

and counter during communication between device and 

RA. However, we consider a secure channel, or one can 

use the public key of trusted authentication service to 

encrypt the communication for initial registration so that 

only the authentication service can get access to 

parameters. Predefined function at device and AS 

generate synchronized counter value dynamically after 

every transaction. Thus, the adversary cannot forge the 

identity of the device and generate a business transaction 

on behalf of genuine device. 

Our approach uses key based hash functions for 

authentication purpose. The security of such mechanisms 

depends on the strength of hash functions used in the 

process. We claim that our scheme is secure enough and 

subject to the strength of the hash function used. Formal 

proof and security evaluation of such functions is 

available in existing literature [24, 25]. 

 

Scenario 2: Privacy Attack 

Objective: The adversary is AS and wants to gain 

access to business order transactions performed by the 

IoT device of a user. 

Capability: If AS gets the details about iBo , then there 

is a privacy compromise. 

Analysis: Scheme protects the user’s privacy, as even 

trusted authentication service also does not get details of 

business transactions performed by IoT device of the user. 

The device creates the hash of order ioh  and performs 

MAC on a new message that includes ioh  and ic . At the 

AS side during MAC authentication only hash value of 

business order is received instead of the complete 

message.  

Further, our scheme does not reveal any information 

related to keys to any business service provider. 

Therefore, any dishonest BSP cannot reproduce fake 

business transactions. AS authenticates entries of all 

business transactions and therefore correctness of 

transactions is verifiable at any point to time.  The 

scheme provides an optional feature of using one PKI 

certificate for AS to prove its authenticity. This is 

minimum PKI related overhead as only during 

registration activity the public key of AS is used to 

receive the encrypted registration request. This 

mechanism protects authentication and registration 

activities from the possibility of impersonated AS and 

secure channel protects the data from the man-in-the-

middle attack. 

Thus, the proposed scheme can resist replay attacks, 

forgery attacks, and stolen verifier attacks. The scheme 

also protects any privacy violation of the user’s business 

transactions. 
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VII.  CONCLUSION 

The IoT is increasing the connectivity of people and 

devices at an unimaginable scale.  The proliferation of 

IoT promises a smoother life, such as the ability for 

consumers to keep track of their groceries, health, and 

energy data etc., on their smart gadgets. However, the 

constant connectivity and data sharing in the IoT 

environment also create new opportunities for security 

attacks that have not been seen in the past. In this paper, 

we presented a secure scheme to authenticate IoT devices. 

The scheme also protects the privacy of the user by not 

disclosing the business transaction to unintended entities. 

Our approach considers a secure channel between device 

and registration service for one-time registration activity.  

PKI can also be considered as one option for a secure 

channel. Our future work focuses on achieving the 

minimum computation overhead for secure channel and 

explores the possibility of completely removing the need 

for secure channel by providing offline device 

personalization mechanism. Though we have considered 

a scenario of placing business orders, our scheme is 

generic and applicable to various business scenarios and 

industries where privacy protected authentication is the 

need. 
 

Disclaimer 

The views expressed here are the authors’ personal 

opinions; they might not represent the view of associated 

organization. 
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